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In the first six months of its launch, over 500,000 Cake Pop Makers have been sold.  With the

invention of the Babycakesâ„¢ Cake Pop Maker, an ingenious and wildly popular appliance

category has taken the retail marketplace by storm, and its popularity is only expected to increase

as news, reviews and word spread. It allows the home baker to make fun and delicious cake pops

quickly and easily in just minutes.  These delightful and creative recipes have been created

specifically for use in this appliance and feature chapters on cake pop classics, decorating and dips,

cake pop favorites, desserts and sweets, glazes, dips and fillings, donuts, Ebelskivers (traditional

Danish pancakes -- a cross between American pancakes and a popover), muffins, appetizers,

savory nibbles and show stoppers which are ideal for parties and gifts and come with gorgeous

presentations and packaging suggestions.  Enjoy creating such delights as:  Red Velvet Cake Pops,

Brownie Pops, Peach Cobbler Balls Apple Pie Donuts, Beignets, Lemon Blueberry Ebelskivers

Buffalo Chicken Balls, Jalapeno Cheese Pocket Breads Champagne Balls, Fourth of July Balls,

Halloween Eyeballs   There's even a gluten-free and vegan section.  Also included are extensive

and easy-to-follow decorating tips and techniques for everything from rustic to fancy cake pops as

well as theme decorating ideas for occasions from Valentine's Day to weddings and birthdays.
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This book just came out at the beginning of 2012, after the cake pop maker craze that started in

2011. A lot of people missed this book, so the reviews of the only books that were out before that

are rather slanted in their favor. This book was a godsend to us. We bought the Cake Pop Maker as

a gift for our loves-to-cook-fun-things 11 year old, and I researched the very few books available at



the time before Christmas 2011. There was only one with good reviews, and it was such a

disappointment to find out it was all about fondant decor and complicated decorations- Not fun ideas

and recipes.This book is what we were looking for. It has a ton of exciting and different recipes you

can use. Don't be thrown by cake mixes- As someone with allergies, I've been substituting from

every recipe book I've ever gotten. The worth of this book lies in 1) TONS of ideas from appetizers

to donuts to Euro pancakes! 2) A range of simple to moderate decoration ideas that the normal

person could attempt without spending too much time or money 3) A whole section in the back with

gift/presentation ideas, 4) A section with vegan and gluten-free recipes.THIS is the book we are

going to recommend and give to others. We are now interested in the cake pop maker again!

This book has so many excellent recipes! I've made the peanut butter ones so far, but everything

looks easy to make. It also helped with my decorating. I was having so many of them fall apart when

I went to dip them in the candy melts and I didn't know what I was doing wrong. Turns out you need

to not only put them in the freezer to cool them down but put the stick in them and then put them

back in the freezer for a little while. I was only cooling them down and then putting in the stick and

decorating. There is also much more than just cake pop recipes there's mini donut holes and

breakfast stuff among other things.Definitely recommend it!

Ok I think I love this book but I think I'm mad at it as well. I love the recipes and I love that they are

from scratch. I also love that the recipes were created to use your pop maker which is what I was

looking for. Now I am a picture person and this book does not have pictures for every recipe. It has

a small section of pictures but I sure do wish there were more. So I hate the no pictures but I love

the recipes. Overall I guess I love it enough to get over the no picture problem. This book also has

some random stuff you can make that are not cake pops which I thought was great. It has a gift

section as well. Maybe I'm just not creative enough because I need pictures to help me bake and

cool. sigh*** Oh it also has a cake pops problem solver section, that it awesome. And it does have a

few color and picture pages that show the steps to making the cake pops. That section is great as

well.

I got the babycakes cake pop maker as a gift before buying the recipe book for myself. I am so

happy I finally got around to doing it, because the book is EXTREMELY helpful! There are sections

to help you troubleshoot problems you may be having (some of which I was having myself) and

there are tons of different recipes. Some are much more daring than I ever would've thought to try



from scratch. Now I have friends asking me to make some recipes for them so they can decide if

they want the machine and recipe book for themselves. Completely satisfied with this book!!!

I got this cookbook because I was looking for some simple recipes for cakes, since the boxed

cake/brownies for this are very expensive. I was surprised how many savory recipes were in this

book. They were all easy to make and I ended up cranking out 4 different recipes in one afternoon.

I'll be making some of them as appetizers for New Years Eve!

I bought a cake pop maker not too long ago and really struggled at decorating the cake pops. As a

result, I kind of avoided using it, which was totally opposite of what I wanted! This book REALLY

helped. Not only are there recipes for cakes, donuts, appetizers, icing/glazes, dips, breakfast foods,

but there are also tips on using the cake pop maker, decorating cake pops and substituting

ingredients. I haven't read the whole thing, but I've definitely been impressed with what I have

read/used. I think that this maker will be really nice for quick treats and making "something different"

for breakfast, not just for special occasion cake pops, and this book helped me realize that.

Honestly, the directions are simple and easy to follow along. But this book lacks pictures to show

what the final cake pop should look like. And I want pictures.

Maybe there are a few gems in here - I haven't found them yetI was expecting a nice big book of

'from scratch' recipes and the majority of these use boxed cake mix (and not just any box cake mix -

you have to find special kinds), boxes of pudding (and good luck finding strawberry pudding mix in

California - it just doesn't exist here unless ordered online for ridiculous prices) and boxes of

whipped topping mix which are quite expensive (like dream whip - which costs more than a pound of

organic butter and is basically powdered poison).There are also very few photos.The pops I've

made from the book have been very dry and they don't have a decent filling selection to offset the

dry cake. The only recipe I made that wasn't dry involved pudding and the pops fell apart on the

sticks while I tried to coat them. I'm an avid baker and truly skilled at making delicious desserts - but

making cake pops that are worth eating has been a real challenge so far.The white chocolate glaze

recipe in this book was atrocious. It tasted better than any cake pop coating I've tried but it never

hardened at all. The pops looked like slop.Like I said - maybe there are some recipe gems in here -

but I haven't found them yet
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